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This knowledge area (KA) provides a guide for applying
the systems approach as a means of identifying and
understanding complex problems and opportunities,
synthesizing possible alternatives, analyzing and
selecting the best alternative, implementing and
approving a solution, as well as deploying, using and
sustaining engineered system solutions. The active
participation of stakeholders during all the activities of
the systems approach is the key to the success of the
systems approach.
In an engineered system context, a systems approach is
a holistic approach that spans the entire life of the
system; however, it is usually applied in the development
and operational/support life cycle stages. This
knowledge area defines a systems approach using a
common language and intellectual foundation to ensure
that practical systems concepts, principles, patterns and
tools are accessible to perform systems engineering
(SE), as is discussed in the introduction to Part 2:
Foundations of Systems Engineering.
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Topics
Each part of the Guide to the SE Body of Knowledge
(SEBoK) is divided into KAs, which are groupings of
information with a related theme. The KAs, in turn, are
divided into topics. This KA contains the following topics:
Overview of the Systems Approach
Engineered System Context
Identifying and Understanding Problems and
Opportunities
Synthesizing Possible Solutions
Analysis and Selection between Alternative Solutions
Implementing and Proving a Solution
Deploying, Using, and Sustaining Systems to Solve
Problems
Applying the Systems Approach

Systems Approach
This KA describes a high-level framework of activities
and principles synthesized from the elements of the
systems approach, as described earlier in Part 2 of the
SEBoK, and is mapped to the articles Concepts of
Systems Thinking, Principles of Systems Thinking, and
Patterns of Systems Thinking. The concept map in
Figure 1 describes how the knowledge is arranged in
this KA and the linkage to the KA in Part 3.

Figure 1. Systems Engineering and the Systems Approach.
(SEBoK Original)

According to Jackson et al. (2010, 41-43), the systems
approach to engineered systems is a problem-solving
paradigm. It is a comprehensive problem identification
and resolution approach based upon the principles,
concepts, and tools of systems thinking and systems
science, along with the concepts inherent in engineering
problem-solving. It incorporates a holistic systems view
that covers the larger context of the system, including
engineering and operational environments, stakeholders,
and the entire life cycle.
Successful systems practice should not only apply
systems thinking to the system being created but should
also utilize systems thinking in consideration of the way
in which work is planned and conducted. See Part 5:
Enabling Systems Engineering for further discussions on
how individuals, teams, businesses and enterprises may
be enabled to perform systems engineering.
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